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Abstract
We show how a programming language designer may
embed the type structure of of a programming language in
the more robust type structure of the typed lambda calculus. This is done by translating programs of the language
into terms of the typed lambda calculus. Our translation,
however, does not always yield a well-typed lambda term.
Programs whose translations are not well-typed are considered meaningless, that is, ill-typed. We give a conditionally type-correct semantics for a simple language with
continuation semantics. We provide a set of static typechecking rules for our source language, and prove that they
are sound and complete: that is, a program passes the typing rules if and only if its translation is well-typed. This
proves the correctness of our static semantics relative to the
well-established typing rules of the typed lambda-calculus.

1. Introduction
Denotational semantics has proved to be a powerful
language for expressing the language designer’s decisions
about the behavior of programs in his language. Control
structure, environment structure, and parameter-passing
mechanisms are all examples of complex mechanisms that
may be clarified by using semantic methods. In this paper we consider a technique for specifying the designer’s
decisions about type structure.
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Conventional treatments of semantics already include
some infomlation about data types. For example, one might
find a domain specification of the form
V=f?as+F
F=V-+V
and fragments of equations that look like
f E F * fa, wrong
This, however, is dynamic typing, in that it refers to
the value of j at run time. We wish instead to specify
static typing, which refers to decisions that are made prior
to running the program.
The conventional approach to static typing is to introduce a %tatic semantics”. In this approach a declaration
of the form int z is regarded as an annotation or loop invariant. The static semantics inspects the syntax tree, essentially doing some variant of data-flow analysis, inserting
run-time checks and coercions as necessary, or rejecting the
tree if the annotations are inconsistent with the results of
the analysis. The “dynami? or run-time semantics is then
applied only to the trees resulting from the static semantics.
The use of static analysis has a number of shortcomings. First, there is no clear statement of the relation between the static and dynamic semantics. What are the
properties that the static semantics is designed to ensure?
Second, this approach does not serve to differentiate the
checking of types from the many other things one might
want to check using data-flow analysis.
We adopt the Russelian principle that the purpose of
type structure is to distinguish those terms or phrases that
denote something from those that do not denote.* Though
denotational semantics normally maps program phrases to
elements of certain function spaces, it may also be considered to provide a syntactic transformation from program
phrases to terms of the metalanguage (typically a lambdacalculus) that denote those elements. Such a translation
* We borrow from philosophy the convention that “denote” may be used as an intransitive verb.

the lambda-types are freely generated by the basic lambdatypes under the binary operation ‘4’. We shall consider the
difference between + and + momentarily.
Since we use continuations, we need to talk about the
different kinds of continuations we will use. We assume we
have some lambda-type C of command continuations (not
necessarily basic). All expression continuations will be of
type u ---, C for some lambda-type u. We introduce the
notation K[o] to denote the lambda-calculus type d + C
of u-continuations.
We next need to decide how values of the different program types are represented. We do this by defining a function T from program types to lambda-calculus types, with
the intention that a value of program type a is represented
in the semantics by a lambda-calculus value of type T[al.
We start by representing the basic types by themselves, i.e.
for I basic, T[r] = 6.
Let us consider the representation of a procedure of
type Q + p. Procedures are conventionally represented
by values of type K --+ D + C. They take a continuation and an argument (a denotable value) and produce a
command continuation.* In our new scheme, the representation will be similar, but we will need to keep track of
the types. In the old scheme, the continuation expected to
receive the result (an expressed value) returned by the procedure. The procedure produces a value of program type
p, represented by a value of type T [a], so the continuation should be replaced by a 7’Bp]-continuation, of type
K[T[@l]. In the old scheme, the argument was a denoted
value. Now it will be a representation of type Q, so it will be
replaced by T[a]. G iven this information, the procedure
should produce a command continuation as before. Hence
the representation of a procedure of type a * p should be
a value of type K[T(P]] * T[Q] -, C, or more simply,

is called a concrete semantics. Our strategy is to express
the type structure of the programming language through
concrete semantics: we arrange the translation so that the
well-typed programs are just those whose translations denote. We consider a program to be meaningful iff its translation denotes. Ill-typed programs will be meaningless. We
refer to such a translation as conditionally type-correct.
In this context, the purpose of static semantics is to
examine a program and determine whether it is meaningful. At worst, one can perform the translation and check
whether it denotes. Given a set of static semantic rules, one
can compare them with the concrete semantics. The rules
are sound if any program that passes them is meaningful.
They are complete if they pass every meaningful program.
Now, this technique does not solve the problem of type.
It is always a design decision as to which terms should not
denote and which should denote wrong. The technique enables us to express these decisions in the semantics. It also
gives a basis for justifying any proposed set of static semantic rules. Last, it enables us to use the many results about
the typing rules of the typed lambda-calculus and related
formalisms [e.g. Hindley 69, 83ab; Coppo 84; Kahn, MacQueen & Plotkin 841 to study more realistic programming
languages.
In this paper, we work out the details of such a translation for a simple language. We use continuation semantics
to make the translation non-trivial.
We use the simplytyped lambda calculus as our metalanguage. (Note that in
a conventional translation (e.g. [Gordon 79; Milne & Strathey 761) the metalanguage is the typed lambda-calculus
with a richer type structure, but there every program yields
a well-typed term. This fact is often used in implementations of such semantics, e.g. [Wand 84b]).

K[TIPBl---)KIWII.
We can summarice this as follows:

We then give a set of static type-checking rules for the
language, and show that they are sound and complete: a
program phrase psssea the type-checking rules iff its translation is well-typed. This proves the correctness of the
static semantics with respect to our semantics: a program
is meaningful in the semantics iff it passesthe static checks,

T[L] = L
W

3. Eliminating

for L basic

=+ PI = KITIBII

--* KITI41

the Environment

In a conventional semantics, an environment is a map
from identifiers to denotable values. This functionality is
not compatible with our goals, since it lumps together all
denotable values in one type. We might have used MartinLi5f’s more complex functional types [Martin-LGf 79, Constable dz Zlatin 841, but that would take us beyond the
robust typing of the conventional typed lambda calculus.
We adopt a different approach. In a conventional semantics, the usual semantic clause looks like

2. Program Types and their Semantics
We will be manipulating a simple applicative language,
with a continuation semantics. We imagine that our programming language has some basic types, such as integer
or boolean, and that its types are closed under procedureformation, that is, if Q and /3 are program types, then so is
the type a + /?, which denotes the type of procedures that
expect an argument of type a and produce a result of type
/3. These are the only program types.
We next need to consider the types of the typed lambdacalculus which is our target language. We will assume that
for each basic program type L, there is a corresponding basic lambda-type, which we will also call b (there may be
other basic types as well). Furthermore, we assume that

Xpn.lu
where p is an environment and n is a continuation.

Rather

* [Milne & Strachey 761 use D + K + C instead. Our
choice yields a prettier definition for T; [Gordon 791 uses
this choice as well.
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than lump all the values of identifiers into a single environment, we will spread thie information acroaa a sequence of
lambda-variables. Our usual semantic clause will look like

We now give the translation. For each table { and expression e, fc[eI will be a closed term of the typed lambdacalculus (though not necessarily a well-typed term!). Let
us assume that [ = 121 : al,. . . , r.” : a,]. We first do the
clause for identifiers:

AZ, . ..z.,tc.M
where zl, . . . , z,, carry the information that was previously

in the single lambda-variable p. This way we can attach
type information to the Zi that will help US keep track of
types.
If the (identifier) appears in t, then we generate a term
which sends the appropriate value to a continuation n (of
the right type); in the case of duplicate i’s we choose the
largest (innermost). If the (identifier) does not appear in
t, then we generate an untypable term. (Any untypable
term will do; here we have chosen a term that is unsolvable
as well.)
The case of applications is also straightforward:

To do this translation, we will have to maintain, at
translation time, some information about the lexical variables. We will do this as a string

consisting of the current lexical variables, innermost last,
and their associated program types. We refer to this string
aa a symbol table or type environment. Our translation will
take a symbol table and a program phrase and produce
a lambda calculus term for that phrase in the syntactic
environment represented by the symbol table. Thus, for
any program phrase c, Et [cl will be a lambda-calculus term
(the translation of e in context 0.
We will need notation for some operations on these
tables. Associated with a table t will be its variable string,
denoted z[, that abbreviates the string of typed lambdavariables

fcI( (ezP)l(ezPM

This is precisely as in the usual case, except that the environment is spread over the string s!Cof variables.
It is in the case of abstractions that we see most clearly
the machinery at work. Let idc denote the term A&.z, the
identity function on C. Then the translation is given by:

Thus a typical semantic clause will be of the form Az~K.M
and where we might earlier have written f[e]pn, we will
now write fe[eJlt’n. We write [t ] z : a] for the symbol
table formed by appending the pair x : Q to e.
We will also need some notation for types associated
with t. If X is any lambda-calculus type, we define the
lambda-calculus type e --+ X as follows:

fc[fn (identifier)

This is again analogous to the standard equation for
abstractions, except for the idc, which is needed for technical reasons. The body of the abstraction is translated in
an appropriately extended symbol table, and, in place of
the usual p(a/id], we nave Z~U, so that a becomes the value
associated with the innermost lexical variable.
La&, let doio denote some term of the typed lambdacalculus of type is K]t’) -+ K]t], where f and t’ are base
types. (In the usual case, where C is S -+ A, doio’e type
becomes K[t’] + t + S + A. Then d&o might make
arbitrary decisions based on its t and 5 arguments, either
passing a value to its K[t’] argument or producing wrong.
All of this is compatible with this functionality for d&o).
Then we can set fcldoio] = XzCn.doiorc.

4. The Source Language and its Semantics
The source language will be given by the following
grammar:

(pgm-W4

::=

(busic

::=

MWpcl

type)
*

h7m-W4

(identifier)
(ezp} ::= fn (identifier):(pgm-type).(ezp}
(czp}

::=

We can makeseveral observations about the semantics:
First, for any term e and table t, ft[eJ is a closed term,
not necessarily well-typed.
Second, identifiers have now disappeared entirely from
the semantics. In the conventional treatment, we need a
semantic domain corresponding to identifiers to serve as
the source domain for environments [Clinger, Friedman, t
Wand 821. This is no longer necessary, The semantics resembles the display semantics in [Wand 821, without the
tortuous derivation in that paper.

(=v) ::= ((W(M)
(ezp)

::=

: (pgm-type).(ezp)] =

~~‘~~idc(~(~~‘~.f~~I(idcntificr):(pgm-~~I(e~)~~C~~‘))

(I I-+ XI = x
([( ( 2 : a] + X) = (t --)(ml -+ X)1

(pgm-type)

I=

doio

This is to be a simple applicative language, using continuation semantics. To emphasise that the continuation
semantics is fundamental, we include an imperative operation doio, which we imagine doea some non-trivial manipulation of the command continuation.
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need to show that c is well-typed. Since P is well-typed,
then M and N are well-typed. Then, by the induction
hypothesis, er and es must be well-typed. Assume that
they have program types a1 and oa respectively. Then, by
soundness, we have

Third, the terms we have generated are not quite in
the typed lambda-calculus, because we have not included
types on all of the lambda-variables. We shall regard a
phrase of our language as meaningful iff ita translation is
typable, that is, iff it is possible to fill in all the types. This
is decidable. [Hindley 69,83ab, Milner 781. It will turn out
that the translation always yields a term with at most one
type. In the next section, we shall state the main result
about typability.
5.

Since the term A~“.N~~(AoC.fno) follows Z( as an argu
menttoM,itmustbeoftypeK[T[a,]],andsoa=
T[ar].
Similarly, we deduce that r = T[as]. Now, observing the
application of f in fltm, we deduce that

The Static Semantics and its Correctness

The static semantic rules for our language will be similar to those of the typed lambda calculus (without poly
morphism). We write tl-pe:cr if expression c, in type environment (symbol table) context {, has static program type
Q. We say e is well-typsd in context 6 iff there is some a
such that (I-pea. The rules are as follows:

CT=p-*r-bC

and therefore

( t-p Z:Q iff the type of z in t is a
if [,$I idml l-p ~$3, then t kp (fir id: a.e):(a

=+ B)

Thus, by the definition of 7, p must be of the form K[ T [as]]
for some program type ~a. Hence a1 = ~a + ~3, and G is
wektyped.
3. Let e be the abstraction (th i : a.el) and let P =
Ec[e). Then

if t t-p el:(a + a) and t I--p ep:a, then 4 l-p (et es) :/Y
{ I-~ doio : t * t’
We write k~ Ma if the closed lambda term M can
have its type superscripts filled in to yield lambda-calculus
type u. There is a considerable semantic theory associated
with this syntactic notion [Hindley 69, S3ab]. If there is
some u such that l-h A4 : u, we say M is wektypcd. The
context will serve to differentiate the two uses of this term.
We can now state the main theorem:

P = ~,c.P.idc(lE(An~o’.Manl))
where A4 = &(c+I[cI], and type variables have again been
added to facilitate the analysis. Again, assume P is welltyped in [. Hence A4 is well-typed, and therefore cl is
well-typed in [{ ( i : a], say [f 1 i : cz] kp cl : p. Then
(t-p (hi:
o.er) : (a =+ p). To complete the proof, we
need to show that kA P : ( -+ K[T[a =$ /3]] + C. Now, by
soundness, M has type .$ + T[e] ---) K{T[al] + C. J?rom
this we deduce that u = K[T[/?J] and T = T[a). Therefore
the inner lambda-expression in P is of type K[Tp]]
-+
T[a] + C = K[T[@l] + K(Tfa]] = T[a * /3]. Furthermore, the result of the application of n must be of type C
because of the presence of the idc. Therefore P has type
e 4 K[ T[cr + Pj] -+ C, as required
4. The case of doio is immediate. QED.

Theorem. (The static rules are sound and complete).
Let c be an expression and t be a type environment. Then:
(i) e is well- typed in context E iff Et [e] is well- typed.
(ii) (tp

e:a iff I-A fe[e]:(e

+ K[T[a)]

4 C)

Proof: Soundness is easy. Furthermore, it is easy to
show that if .$ l-p e:a,then t --* K[T[aB] --* C is the only
type of Ee[e]. For completeness, we proceed by structural
induction on expressions. We have three cases, one for each
kind of expression.
1. Letebeanidentifierz,andlet<=[zl
:cY~,...,z,:
a,]. Let P= Ec[ej. Then we have
p _ AZctCK171a’11.KZi, if Z = Zi
- { (xz.zz)(xz.zz)
otherwise

6. Extensions

If P is well-typed, then it must be of the first form, since
the second is untypable. Hence z = Zi, and < t-p e : oi.
We must also show that P has type t + K[T[oilJ --* C,
but that is, by inspection, precisely the type of P.
2. Let e be the application (ei ca). Let P = fc[el.
Then we have

Functions of several arguments can also be handled;
the representation of the program type
u1 x . . . xa,=+P
is given by

where M = E<[el] and N = tc[eg], and typevariables have
been added on the lambda variables n, f, and a to facilitate
the analysis of typing. We assume P is well-typed and we

Thir representation is quite different from that obtained by
currying the procedure.
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We can do catch and throw (non-local jumps) as well.
We add to the syntax the productions
( pgm-type) ::= (pgf&ype)-cant
(ezp) ::= (catch (identifier)
: (Wm-type)
(ezp) ::= (throw (pgm-type) (ezp) (up))

in (ezp))

Here we introduce new program types of the form cr-cant,
which is to be the type of continuations that expect to receive a value of type a. A catch expression creates a value of
continuation type by seizing the current continuation, binding it to the identifier, and executing the body iu the resulting environment. The static rules will force the (pgm-type)
to be of the foml a-cont. This continuation may be invoked
by using a throw expression. This may be used to cause a
premature exit, as in
(catch 2 : id-cant in (add1 (throw z 3)))
which returns 3 rather than 4.
We set T([cr-contl = X(T[~Y~], and translate as follows:

Because this system works in the presence of continuation semantics, extension to other imperative features
should not cause difficulties. doio illustrates the pattern.
However, care must be taken to distinguish types in the
store 3s well.
Loops and recursion seem treatable as well (Coppo
$41. More complicated program-type disciplines may require more complex target languages, as suggested in [Fortune, Leivant, k O’Donnell 831 for polymorphic types or
[Hook 841 for Russell. In this case the correctness of the
static semantics may be harder to prove.

7. Conclusions
We have presented an embedding of type structure in
denotational semantics. In this approach, a program phrase
is meaningful iff its translation is meaningful (that is, welltyped). One can then give static semantic rules and prove
that they are sound and complete, that is, the static semantics exactly characterizes those programs that are meaningful.

Again, these equations are adaptations of the familiar
versions of these equations (e.g. [Clinger, Friedman, and
Wand 821). In the first equation, n is both bound as the
innermost lexical variable and passed as the continuation.
In the second el evaluates to a continuation, which is passed
the result of evaluating ea.
The static typing rules are:
if [[ 1i : a-cod) l-p e:u,
then t l-p (catch i : a-cant in e) : Q
if [ t-p el : a-cant and [!-p ea : a,
then f l-p (throw p elea) : p

Our technique allows the embedding of the type structure of complex program constructs, such’as continuations,
in the more robust type structure of the lambda calculus.
In this way, results on the type structure of the lambda
calculus can be applied to the problem of type correctness
of more realistic programming languages.
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